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New rules for driving
From March 2015, new rules will come in to effect in England and
Wales, whilst taking drugs and driving.
Police will ae able to stop drivers to test their blood levels of 16 substances, including medicines such as benzodiazepines and morphine.
The UK Department for Transport estimates the move will affect around
19 million prescriptions a year.
This will also cut an estimated 200 drug driving-related deaths in the UK
each year.
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To read more
Co-op Pharmacy rebranded

http://www.pharmaceutical-journal.com/opinion/editorial/drug-driving-law-must-not-be-a-burden-for-patients/20067698.article
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Plans for the rebranded group are to relieve the NHS by taking on patients with
minor illnesses, also offering services typically sought at GPs, including flu jabs.
The Co-op will soon start to disappear after 70 years.
To read more
http://www.standard.co.uk/business/business-news/alls-well-as-bestway-rebrands-coop-pharmacy-branches-
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A cure for dementia by 2025
Scientists will have developed a cure or a tablet that will slow down the progression of dementia.
Treatment for dementia will soon catch up with the advance treatments that we have for cancer
Prime Minister David Cameron, who has in the past referred to dementia as “one of the greatest enemies of
humanity”, recently unveiled a £15-million dementia fund to help fuel progress in the search for new drugs.
The number of people being diagnosed with dementia has been increasingly, 394,000 were added to the dementia register.
To read more
http://www.express.co.uk/life-style/health/555467/Scientists-on-target-for-a-dementia-cure-within-a-decade

First 24-hour GPs' surgery
The first 24hr GP surgery is set to open at the Royal Blackburn hospital; it’s opening to reduce an A&E crisis.
People who cannot get an appointment with their GP will no longer clog up A&E
90 GPs from across the borough will be put on a rota to cover the 24hr surgery.
We could see this copied by health trusts across the UK.
To read more
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2937266/First-24-hour-GPs-surgery-wipe-E-crisis-hospital-Patients-no-longer-clog-departments-going-t-appointment.html

Pharmaceutical pricing video’s
Our managing director Charles Joynson has recently created 5 short video’s about the way UK
pharmaceutical pricing (the discounted prices chemists pay) and prescription data works in the UK.’

The 5 video’s are
1.
Using the CCG Graphs in ScriptMap prescription data
2.
How to use Pharma TouchStone Online UK Retail Pharma Pricing Research
3.
What will happen when my Pharma Brand loses its Patent Protection (Loss of Exclusivity - LOE)
4.
Understanding wholesaler and manufacturer pharma prices in the UK
5.
Analysing UK Pharmaceutical Prices
They can be viewed at:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC07XCA0iUBnVApxN45rhB2g/videos
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Comparison of the commercial selling activity in England, Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Southern
Ireland.
We counted the number of prices offered to chemists and dispensing doctors during 2014 in each of the five
countries and segmented the data into Generic, Parallel Import (PI) and local Brand sales activity.
The graph shows a normalised break down which ignores the actual numbers and deals instead with the proportions.
The greatest proportion of generic sales activity was seen in England (77%) and the lowest in Southern Ireland
(7%).
The greatest parallel import activity was in Northern Ireland (29%) and lowest in England (13%).
These figures dont represent sales volumes but do represent the effort being put in by wholesalers and manufacturers.
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PRICE WATCH ............ UK
Memantine prices plunge at start of year
Memantine prices plunged again in January, following hefty falls last October (Generics bulletin, 3 November 2014, page
25).
In addition to the 20% average price fall for 28 tablets of memantine 10mg, shown in Figure 1, two other presentations of the
ingredient
featured among the biggest price fallers in Figure 4.
At an average price of £2.25 (US$3.40), 28-tablet packs of memantine 10mg were providing independent pharmacists and
dispensing doctors with a dispensing margin of just 9% last month,
based on a Drug Tariff reimbursement price of £2.48.
To see more go to http://www.wavedata.co.uk/newinfo.asp and view our article from this month’s Generics Bulletin.

WaveData
Subscribe to the industry's comprehensive source of news and analysis.
www.generics-bulletin.com

Medicine websites closed
Websites that were illegally advertising and selling drugs have been closed down by the MHRA
More than 1600 websites were closed.
Enforcement officers also seized medicines with a value in excess of £3 million.
Also nearly 19,000 online videos were removed for illegally advertising medicines.
To read more
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/websites-closed-in-battle-against-illegal-trade-in-medicines

Actavis & Auden McKenzie acquisition
Auden Mckenzie has been snapped up by Actavis for a whopping £306 million, making them the biggest supplier of generic
drugs
Since January 2014, Actavis’ has also purchased Aptalis, Forest Laboratories, Durata & Allergan
The Irish company also develops new medicines in a number of specialist areas including women's health and urology.
To read more
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/pharmaceuticalsandchemicals/11370324/Actavis-caps-off-bonanza-year-of-deals-with-Auden-Mckenzie-acquisition.html
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The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) is a deal to remove some barriers to trade between the Europe Union and the United States. TTIP is huge and its effects could be dramatic, as they aim
to harmonise transatlantic rules..
Trade between the two blocs already amounts to €1 trillion a year. If they reach an agreement, the deal will
cover 45 per cent of global GDP, making TTIP the largest trade deal ever struck.
This means regulations that get in the way of trade and investment may be applied, removed or modified.
For issues such as consumer health and the environment, Europe and the US often appear to be on different
planets. US farmers grow about 700,000 square kilometres of GM crops; Europe maintains something close
to prohibition.
The US maintains that some endocrine-disrupting chemicals are safe; the European Union is seeking more
restrictions. On these issues and more, the two blocs have come to different conclusions about how to balance risk, benefit and uncertainty. It makes trading difficult and this is something TTIP aims to resolve.
Summarised from the New Scientist Magazine
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/transatlantic-trade-and-investment-partnership-ttip

Breathalyser for lung cancer to go on trial
A "breathalyser" that can diagnose lung cancer will be used in two NHS hospitals this summer as part of a £1m clinical trial.
The hope is to save 10,000 lives with this new device, the device will analyze chemicals in
a person's breath.
The device will detect symptoms at an early stage; therefore survival rates are much
higher.
This could save the NHS £245m and save many lives.
To read more
http://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/other/lung-cancer-breathalyser-to-go-on-trial/ar-AA9ca0Q?ocid=iehp

Has girl of 8 found a cancer cure?
Having dinner at the dinner table, a girl of eight was asked by her parents, how would she cure cancer?
The girl suggested using antibiotics,
Her parents, a cancer research team were uncertain at first but tested out her theory in their Manchester University lab. And to their surprise, several cheap and widely-used antibiotics killed the most dangerous cancer
cells.
The antibiotics fought seven of the most common cancers – including breast, prostate, lung and hard-to-treat
brain tumors.
The antibiotic cost a little as 6p per day compared to some cancer drugs that can cost several pounds a day.
To read more
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2930753/Has-girl-eight-cancer-cure-Scientist-parents-discover-antibiotics-kill-cells-daughter-suggested-try-dinner-table.html
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Forthcoming events

Organizer

Date

Venue

Link or Email

Free Findacure Workshop on Drug Repositioning

27th February
2015

London

flora (at) findacure.org.uk

GS1 and PEPPOL Standards in Healthcare

10th March 2015 London

jane.sessenwein (at) abhi.org.uk

Europharm SMC

9th & 10th March
Paris
2015

info (at) europharmsmc.org

The future for health technologies

18th March 2015 London

01344 864796

US Healthcare Reform – Overview & Opportunities

26th March 2015 London

https://www.abhi-events.org.uk/abhi/frontend/reg/thome.csp?
pageID=35689&eventID=116&eventID=116

11th EGA Legal Affairs Forum

26-27 March 2015 Belgium

www.egaevents.org

EMIG Conference

21st April

London

www.emig.org.uk

UKTI Trade Mission to the BIO International Convention

June 14th to 18th

Philadelphia

missions (at) uktilondon.org.uk

Applied Research and the Clinical Practice Research
Datalink (CPRD); how CPRD can help you answer research questions in practice - with CPRD research staff

12th May 2015

London

www.emig.org

Biomarkers and Companion Diagnostics for Targeted
Treatments – an all-day multi-stakeholder summit at Pinsent Masons

9tth September
2015

London

www.emig.org

Health Economics for the non-Health Economist – an all17th November
day practical workshop with MAP Biopharma and Roboleo 2015

London

www.emig.org

The Medical and Scientific group meetings
for 2015

Proposed new system to control shortages
A proposed system to alert European authorities on drug delays could help to reduce to control shortages.
The organization’s involved, which include the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA) and the European Generic Medicines Association (EGA).
Manufacturers would be able to communicate that they think they will be unable to deliver supplies as normal,
they would provide information as to why to product would be in short supply.
To read more
http://www.pharmaceutical-journal.com/news-and-analysis/news/drug-manufacturers-propose-alert-system-to-mitigate-medicine-shortages/20067702.article
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WaveData — Top ten searched products where the focus was to January 2015
According to WaveData, these were the most commonly investigated products in searches of the online pricing data Wavedata Live at http://www.wavedata.net
Both uk and pi prices were viewed for each product, giving some indication of where the focus was to January 2015
WaveData prices in the top 10 article are averages.

Product

Nov-14

Dec-14

Jan-15

Trimethoprim Tabs 200mg 14

£0.39

£0.39

£1.02

Bendroflumethiazide Tabs 2.5mg 28

£0.19

£0.18

£0.24

£60.84

£61.46

£61.73

Digoxin Tabs 125mcg 28

£0.40

£0.48

£1.58

Sertraline Tabs 50mg 28

£0.94

£0.95

£1.00

£27.50

£20.94

£16.49

£1.04

£1.09

£1.92

£105.21

£101.15

£99.76

Digoxin Tabs 250mcg 28

£0.40

£0.48

£1.35

Gabapentin Caps 300mg 100

£4.53

£4.44

£4.24

Hydrocortisone Tabs 10mg 30

Avodart Caps 0.5mg 30
Digoxin Tabs 62.5mcg 28
Nortriptyline Tabs 25mg 100

This bulletin now goes out to 3900 plus people.
If you would like to add or suggest any articles/comments, please let me know by the
11th March 2015, as I will be issuing the next bulletin on the 18th March 2015
If you have any colleagues who would like to receive this, please let them know about
it.
You can view all copies of the Bulletin at
http://www.wavedata.co.uk/newinfo.asp
Jackie Moss
WaveData Ltd
E-mail:

Jackie@wavedata.co.uk
Twitter @wavedata

